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Edta: This Four Letter Word May
Save Your Life Using Chelation
Therapy

A must read book for Men and women. Do not miss the important message for the Ladies in chapter
9. See what others are saying. * The finest book I have read in a long time. * Helpful read backed
with facts & case studies * Low cost life saving technology. *EDTA Chelation: Common Therapy for
Metal Toxicity with Unexpected Benefits! * A GREAT BOOK ON METAL DETOXIFICATION An
effective and life saving alternative therapy, using EDTA Chelation, for restoring blood circulation in
patients affected by blocked arteries. Completely non-invasive painless treatment done in an
outpatient setting. Equally effective to heal patients suffering from Cancer, Diabetes, High Blood
Pressure and other diseases of Aging. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1.Introduction 2.Actual Case
Studies 3.History Of Chelation 4.How Chelation Works 5.Mercury in your blood-how we get it and
how to get rid of it? 6.Oral Chelation Vs IV Chelation 7.How to Find a Trained Practitioner where you
are! 8.Latest Medical Tests Worth Your Investigation 9.Important Message for the Ladies! 10.
Resources
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This book contains facts and some anecdotal experiences of people Prem knows and Prem's own
experience with EDTA and the health benefits of chelation to remove toxic metals. I like Prem's
books as they are easy to read and understand and have both experiences and medical reports to
back up claims. Although many doctors do not approve chelation for their patients, they may have
used the process themselves. It is painless and easy and in some cases insurance will cover it
depending upon the situation, which Prem explains. For example if you have a family history of
heart disease, insurance may cover the simple procedure. The fillings in your teeth may be

poisoning you with mercury. This is a book you have to get and read and then follow the instructions
to get the simple procedure. The only reason I gave this a 4 star instead of 5 is that I wished Prem
gave more information about finding doctors who do the procedure.

Chhatwaniâ€™s book on EDTA and its use in chelation-type treatments is fascinating and filled with
anecdotal case histories with wonderful outcomes and results. I found it a very compelling record of
both his personal journey, and the depth of his research into understanding and explaining the
effects of various modes, and chelating agents commonly used.This book is very readable, and will
not bore you with too much heavy, dry scientific details. There is just the right amount of information
to satisfy your curiosity. The choice of individual peopleâ€™s stories is fascinating and as
convincing as the science itself.If youâ€™ve ever had some curiosity about chelation therapy, how
itâ€™s given and what it does, this book will be a great, in depth, but easy to read choice to start to
answer your questions!

The author details his experience with Chelation therapy & EDTA, an FDA recognised atlernative
treatment for elimination of toxic metals from the body. Besides sharing his personal experience, he
has also compiled documented experiences of other people & research in this field. I was happy to
hear that people who used this treatment were able to rid themselves of several degenerative
problems & other grave health issues which otherwise couldn't be helped or were expensive to
treat. The book also has helpful tips on how to find a practitioner, the cost of various important tests
& a wake up call for the ladies!

Great book to understand how toxic metals can be detected in our blood and a painless way of
getting rid of them with non-evasive therapies approved by FDA. Chelation is not a popular word
everybody can understand. This book does a great job explaining the procedures with actual results
and case histories of people who have benefited. A must read for people with heart issues or
diabetes and even other medical issues in general.

This is a great book by Prem Chhatwani, which has highlighted some issues Iâ€™m currently
experiencing in my personal health. In fact Iâ€™m considering some of the recommendations
suggested on metal detoxification. The book provides lots of positive examples of people who have
taken the therapy with lots of amazing results. Definitely an excellent read.

Rip Off.I have been buying from for a couple of years and have made about 100 purchases.This is
the first time I feel that I have been completely scammed.This is NOT a book, but rather a poorly
researched, and lazily compiled collection of anecdotes, references and personal opinion.A brief
internet search will yield far more usable information, and it would be free.DO NOT WASTE YOUR
MONEY ON THIS SCAM...!

Very useful info backed by personal test results. Hence very convincing.Had read of this earlier.
Now that I know how effective this treatment is, I am definitelygoing to try it out.Santosh
TalwarRichmond TownBangalore

Prem Chhatwani has written a few books on alternative therapies. This one is focused on ETDA
chelation therapy and is written from first-hand experience. Chhatwani tells of how, at age 50, he
was dealing with Asthma, a slightly high Cholesterol level and a family history of heart disease. He
decided to investigate and try alternative remedies and now, at age 75 is Asthma free with a healthy
heart.Along with his own story, Chhatwani has compiled case studies that support his position. If
you are considering different treatments, especially chelation therapy, this book should have some
information that is of interest. Of course, you shouldn't take this type of decision lightly; to quote the
author: "always investigate on your own before proceeding with any alternate remedies."
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